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High-dimensional statistics

much is known about sparse regression/classification:

e.g. a linear model

Yi = (β0) +

p∑
j=1

βjX
(j)
i + εi , i = 1, . . . ,n

if p � n: need to regularize for estimating unknown β
; substantial progress over the last 10 years:

I Lasso using `1-penalty
∑p

j=1 |βj |
I Adaptive Lasso, Group Lasso, Fused Lasso, Elastic Net, ...
I Bayesian methods
I ...
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Effects of single gene knock-downs on all other genes (yeast)
(Maathuis, Colombo, Kalisch & PB, 2010)

• p = 5360 genes (expression of genes)
• 231 gene knock downs ; 1.2 · 106 intervention effects
• the truth is “known in good approximation”

(thanks to intervention experiments)

goal: prediction of the true large intervention effects
based on observational data with no knock-downs

n = 63
observational data
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... “causal inference from purely observed data could have
practical value in the prioritization and design of perturbation
experiments”

Editorial in Nature Methods (April 2010)



Why are we doing better than regularized regression?

the problem is of intervention-type!
and not of association-type... which could be well-addressed by
regression techniques

many scientific problems are of intervention-type:
I health policy making: what would happen when

implementing health care program “X” or ...
I genomics: what (would) happen when “changing some

genes”
I economics: again policy making...

James Heckman: Nobel Prize Economics 2000



intervention = causality
(defined in mathematical terms)



A bit more specifically

I univariate response Y
I p-dimensional covariate X

question:
what is the effect of setting the j th component of X to a certain
value x :

do(X (j) = x)

; this is a question of intervention type; not association



in contrast to: (high-dimensional) regression

Y =

p∑
j=1

βjX (j) + ε,

Var(X (j)) ≡ 1 for all j

|βj | measures the importance of variable X (j) in terms of
“association”

i.e. change of Y as a function of X (j) when keeping all other
variables X (k) fixed

; not very realistic for intervention problem
if we change e.g. one gene, some others will also change
and these are not (cannot be) kept fixed
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outline:
we will use intervention calculus (e.g. Pearl)
for causal analysis in the high-dimensional framework



Intervention calculus (a review)
“dynamic” notion of importance:
if we set a variable X (j) to a value x (intervention)
; some other variables X (k) (k 6= j) and maybe Y will change

we want to quantify the “total” effect of
X (j) on Y including “all changed” X (k) on Y

a graph or influence diagram will be very useful

Example 1

X1

X2

X3

Y

Example 2

X1

X2

X3

Y

quantify total effect of X (2) to Y



for simplicity: just consider DAG’s
(for ancestral graphs with hidden variables: work in progress)

for DAG’s: recursive factorization of joint distribution

P(Y ,X (1), . . . ,X (p)) = P(Y |X (pa(Y )))

p∏
j=1

P(X (j)|X (pa(j)))

for intervention calculus: use truncated factorization (e.g. Pearl)



Example Example 2

X1

X2

X3

Y

P(Y ,X (1),X (2),X (3))

= P(Y |X (1),X (3))P(X (1)|X (2))P(X (3)|X (2))P(X (2))

truncated factorization for do(X (2) = x),
i.e. intervention at X (2) by setting it to the value x :

P(Y ,X (1),X (3)|do(X (2) = x))

= P(Y |X (1),X (3))P(X (1)|X (2) = x)P(X (3)|X (2) = x) · 1

P(Y |do(X (2) = x)) =

∫
P(Y ,X (1),X (3)|do(X (2) = x))dX (1)dX (3)

=

∫
P(Y |X (1),X (3))P(X (1)|X (2) = x)P(X (3)|X (2) = x)dX (1)dX (3)
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the truncated factorization is a mathematical consequence of
the Markov condition (with respect to the causal DAG) for the
probability distribution P



the intervention distribution P(Y |do(X (2) = x)) can be
calculated from

I observational data
; need to estimate conditional distributions

I an influence diagram (causal DAG)
; need to estimate structure of a graph/influence diagram

intervention effect: for example

E[Y |do(X (2) = x)] =

∫
yP(y |do(X (2) = x))dy

intervention effect at x0 :
∂

∂x
E[Y |do(X (2) = x)]|x=x0

in the Gaussian case: Y ,X (1), . . . ,X (p) ∼ Np+1(µ,Σ),

∂

∂x
E[Y |do(X (2) = x)]≡ θ2 for all x



when having no unmeasured confounder (variable):

intervention effect (as defined) = causal effect

causal effect = effect from a randomized trial
(but we want to infer it without a randomized study...
because often we cannot do it, or it is too expensive)
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An important characterization

recap, Gaussian case:
∂

∂x
E[Y |do(X (j) = x)] ≡ θj for all x

for Y /∈ pa(j):

θj is the regression parameter in

Y = θjX (j) +
∑

k∈pa(j)

θkX (k) + error

only need parental set and regression
X1

X2

X3X4

Y

j = 2, pa(j) = {3,4}



Intervention versus association

Example 2

X1

X2

X3

Y

Y = X (1) + X (3) + ε,

X (2) = ε(2),

X (1) = 0.8X (2) + ε(1),

X (3) = 0.8X (2) + ε(3)

intervention effect: θ2 = 1.6
θ1 = θ3 = 1 ; X (2) has largest intervention importance
regression effect: β2 = 0
β1 = β3 = 1 ; X (2) has smallest (zero) association importance



Inferring intervention effects from observational data
main problem: inferring DAG from observational data
; impossible: can only infer equivalence class of DAG’s

and we cannot estimate causal/intervention effects from
observational data
Pearl:

“... a causal concept︸ ︷︷ ︸
single causal effect

cannot be defined

from the distribution alone”

in fact (as you’ve seen):

causal effect of X (j) = fct.(Y ,X (j), {X (k); k ∈ pa(j)})

i.e.

causal effect is function of local properties of the DAG



impossible to estimate causal/intervention effects from
observational data

but we will be able to estimate lower bounds of causal effects

conceptual “procedure”:
I probability distribution P from a DAG, generating the data

; true underlying equivalence class of DAG’s
I find all DAG-members of true equivalence class: G1, . . . ,Gm

I for every DAG-member Gr , and every variable X (j):
single intervention effect θr ,j
summarize them by

Θ = {θr ,j ; r = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . ,p}︸ ︷︷ ︸
population quantity
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If you want a single number for every variable ...

instead of the multi-set

Θ = {θr ,j ; r = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . ,p}

minimal absolute value

αj = min
r
|θr ,j | (j = 1, . . . ,p),

|θtrue,j | ≥ αj

minimal absolute effect αj is a lower bound for true absolute
intervention effect



∃ Computationally tractable algorithm

conceptually: so far, we described Θm×p by finding/searching
for all members (DAG’s) within an equivalence class of DAG’s

searching all DAG’s is computationally infeasible if p is large
(we actually can do this up to p ≈ 15)

instead of finding all m DAG’s within an equivalence class ;

compute all intervention effects without finding all DAG’s
Maathuis, Kalisch & PB (2009):
• algorithm which works on local aspects of the graph only
• prove that such a local algorithm is computing Θ
I will not explain it today...



Estimation from finite samples
difficult part: estimation of CPDAG (equivalence class of DAG’s)
; estimation of structure

P ⇒ CPDAG︸ ︷︷ ︸
equiv. class of DAG’s

pcAlgo(dm = d, alpha = 0.05)

1

2

3

45

6

7

8 9

10

this can be inferred (in principle) from a list of conditional
independence statements:

X (j) ⊥ X (k)|X (S) for all subsets S ⊆ {1, . . . ,p} \ {j , k}
or

X (j) 6⊥ X (k)|X (S) for all subsets S ⊆ {1, . . . ,p} \ {j , k}

so-called faithfulness assumption allows to reduce to “some
subsets S”



Faithfulness assumption

A distribution P is called faithful to a DAG G if all conditional
independencies can be inferred from the graph

(can infer some conditional independencies from a Markov
assumption; but we require here “all” conditional
independencies)



What does it mean?

1

2 3

X (1) ∼ ε(1),

X (2) = αX (1) + ε(2),

X (3) = βX (1) + γX (2) + ε(3),

ε(1), ε(2), ε(3) i.i.d. ∼ N (0,1)

enforce marginal independence of X (1) and X (3)

β + αγ = 0, e.g. α = β = 1, γ = −1

Σ =

 1 1 0
1 2 −1
0 −1 2

 , Σ−1 =

 3 −2 −1
−2 2 1
−1 1 1

 .

failure of faithfulness due to cancellation of regression
coefficients



The PC-algorithm (Spirtes & Glymour, 1991)

I crucial assumption:
distribution P is faithful to the true underlying DAG
i.e. all conditional (in-)dependencies can be read-off from
the DAG (using the Markov property)

I less crucial but convenient:
Gaussian assumption for Y ,X (1), . . . ,X (p) ; can work with
partial correlations

strategy of the algorithm:
• estimate the skeleton first
• estimate some of the directions (using some special rules)



PC-algorithm: a rough outline
for estimating the skeleton of underlying DAG

1. start with the full graph (all edges present)
2. remove edge i − j if standard sample correlation

Ĉor(X (i),X (j)) is small
by using Fisher’s Z-transform and exact null-distribution of
zero correlation

3. move-up to partial correlations of order 1:

ρ̂i,j|k =
ρ̂i,j − ρ̂i,k ρ̂j,k√

(1− ρ̂2
i,k )(1− ρ̂2

j,k )

4. remove edge i − j if standard sample partial correlation
P̂arcor(X (i),X (j)|X (k)) is small for some k in the current
neighborhood of i or j (thanks to faithfulness)



5. move-up to partial correlations of order 2 via recursive
formula

6. remove edge i − j if standard sample partial correlation
P̂arcor(X (i),X (j)|X (k),X (`)) is small for some k , ` in the
current neighborhood of i or j (thanks to faithfulness)

7. until removal of edges is not possible anymore,
i.e. stop at minimal order of partial correlation where
edge-removal becomes impossible

additional step of the algorithm needed for estimating directions
yields an estimate of the CPDAG (equivalence class of DAG’s)



one tuning parameter (cut-off parameter) α for truncation of
estimated Z -transformed partial correlations

if the graph is “sparse” (few neighbors) ; few iterations only
and only low-order partial correlations play a role

and thus: the estimation algorithm works for p � n problems



Computational complexity

crudely bounded to be polynomial in p
sparser underlying structure ; faster algorithm

we can easily do the computations for
sparse cases with p ≈ 104 ≈ 1-2 hrs CPU time
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Theorem (Kalisch & PB, 2007; Maathuis, Kalisch & PB, 2009)
triangular scheme of observations

I Y ,X (1), . . . ,X (pn) ∼ Npn+1(µn,Σn) faithful to a DAG ∀n
I pn = O(nα) (0 ≤ α <∞) (high-dimensional)
I maxj |ne(j)| = o(n) (sparsity)
I non-zero (partial) correlations� n−1/2

maximal (partial) correlation ≤ C < 1
Then: for some suitable α = αn

P[ ̂skeleton(α) = true skeleton] = 1−O(exp(Cn1−δ))

P[ĈPDAG(α) = true CPDAG] = 1−O(exp(Cn1−δ))

P[Θ̂local(α)
as set

= Θ] = 1−O(exp(Cn1−δ))

(i.e. consistency of lower bounds for causal effects)



Criticisms

two main conditions:
I faithfulness assumption
I non-zero partial correlations sufficiently large

it’s not clear what they mean in terms of Σ

it’s not clear to what extent they can be relaxed (no necessity of
the condition)



Can we do a convex relaxation?

for estimating the equivalence class of DAGs

up to the ordering of variables,
the structure of the problem is rather easy
(and there are papers on `1-penalization and its properties)
but searching over all orderings is prohibitive ...

I am sceptical that convex relaxation can do the job
mainly because: the underlying parameter space is non-convex



The role of sparsity in causal inference
as usual, sparsity is useful/necessary for estimation in
presence of noise

but here: sparsity is crucial for identifiability as well

X XY Y

X causes Y Y causes X

cannot tell from observational data the direction of the arrow

the same situation arises with a full graph with more than 2
nodes
;

causal identification really needs sparsity
the better the sparsity the tighter the bounds for causal effects



How well can we do?
n = 2000 (left); n = 20 (right); p = 10;
E[neighborhood− size] = 4

for lower bound αj : (minr |θ̂r ,j | −minr |θr ,j |)2
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; for small n: global algorithm slightly better
but computationally infeasible for p > 15
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the real success is the prediction of
causal effects on
gene interactions in yeast

where the true causal effects are
“known” thanks to intervention exper-
iments
Maathuis, Colombo, Kalisch & PB (2010)

other causal inference machine are rare (non-existing?)
which can be used for p ≈ 1′000− 10′000

but there should be ample room for improvements



Work in progress

include hidden variables
; ancestral graphs
(Colombo & Maathuis, in progress)
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inference can be based on observational and intervention data
; it’s possible to estimate causal effects, not just bounds
active learning
; where should we do the interventions
(Hauser & PB, in progress)



Conclusions

Gaussian case:

I using observational data only and in absence of an
influence diagram (graph)
; can infer bounds on intervention/causal effects

I even in the sparse high-dimensional context:
intervention analysis is computationally feasible and
statistically consistent

I efficient computation is non-trivial (at least for us...)
; R-package pcalg (Kalisch, Maathuis, Mächler, Colombo)



Thank you!
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Local algorithm for finding all intervention effects θr ,j
(Maathuis, Kalisch & PB, 2009)

input: CPDAG (true underlying equivalence class of DAG’s)

I parents of X (j): pa(j)
I undirected neighbors of X (j): undir-neigh(j)
I ...

essential idea: for Y /∈ pa(j):

intervention effect θj :

Y = θjX (j) +
∑

k∈pa(j)

θkX (k) + error

but we may not be able to identify parents



I ...
I all parental constellations:

consider all subsets S of undir-neigh(j)
make S a set of parental nodes of j ; new graph GS→j
check whether new graph GS→j has no new v -structure
with collider j : if yes, denote the set by S+

I regression:
for all such S+ and all j
Y = θS+,jX

(j) +
∑

k∈pa(j) θS+,kX (k) +
∑

`∈S+
θS+,`X (`) + error

I denote by Θlocal = {θS+,j ; all subsets S+}

CPDAG

X1

X2

X3

Y

G
(1)
S+→1

X1

X2

X3

Y

Y vs. X(1) + X(2)

G
(2)
S+→1

X1

X2

X3

Y

Y vs. X(1)



Theorem (Maathuis, Kalisch & PB, 2009)

Θlocal = Θ, where equality is in terms of sets
but the multiplicities are not the same

huge computational gain if p is large, e.g. p ≈ 5′000



Riboflavin production with Bacillus Subtilis

out

Gene.48

Gene.289

Gene.385

Gene.412

Gene.447

Gene.535

Gene.816

Gene.837

Gene.942

Gene.943
Gene.945

Gene.946

Gene.948

Gene.960

Gene.1025

Gene.1027

Gene.1058

Gene.1123

Gene.1223

Gene.1251

Gene.1273

Gene.1358

Gene.1546

Gene.1564

Gene.1640

Gene.1706

Gene.1712

Gene.1885

Gene.1932

Gene.2360

Gene.2438

Gene.2439

Gene.2928

Gene.2929

Gene.2937

Gene.3031

Gene.3032

Gene.3033

Gene.3034

Gene.3132

Gene.3312

Gene.3693

Gene.3694

Gene.3943

Y : riboflavin production rate
covariates X ∈ Rp: expressions from p = 4088 genes
sample size n = 71 from a “homogeneous” population of
genetically engineered mutants of Bacillus Subtilis

goal: estimate intervention effects for each of the genes


